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THE VEHICLE COMFORT
CASE STUDY
The paper relates closely to theoretical considerations of vehicle comfort assessment published in the journal Horizonty
dopravy – special No. 2006 under the title „ Evaluation of Ride Comfort for Passengers”. It can be understood as application of the mentioned theoretical considerations - as a case study. Influence of vibration on a standing and sitting
person is assesed in the case study.
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1. Introduction
The paper considers only that part of the comfort influenced
by the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle. This part of the comfort is described as Ride Comfort or as Comfort. The European
standard summarises the relevant works taking into account the
effects on ride comfort for passengers from the vibration exposure
measured on the car body floor (the simplified method for Mean
Comfort evaluation), taking into account the vibration exposure
measured on the interfaces (the complete method for evaluation)
and taking into account the effects on Ride Comfort for passengers of discrete events (Comfort Discrete Events) and running
on curve transitions (Comfort on Curve Transitions).
The quantification of Ride Comfort for passengers is
performed through indirect measurements, i.e. measuring and
post-processing the relevant parameters (accelerations and angular velocity, they were measured in the carbody). Other types
of tests and evaluation, such as a direct test based on the direct
assessment of the perceptions of tested passengers, and combined
tests including both direct and indirect tests are possible as well,
but they are not quantified in [1, 2]. The indirect measurements
are classified as simplified or complete if the measurements are
taken respectively on relevant points of the carbody floor, or
also on the interfaces.

2. Case study
Comfort is a complex sensation produced during the application of oscillations and/or inertia forces, via the whole-body
transmission caused by vehicle –frame movements. It is defined
and measured through comfort indexes as [3, 4]:
⇒ Mean comfort: a mean feeling, continuously adjusted, as
evaluated through a measurement following the procedures
for comfort index NMV and indexes NVA and NVD.
⇒ Comfort on Curve Transition: discomfort, due to a perceived curve entry or reverse transition, quantified by the
recommended procedure indicated as comfort index PCT.
⇒ Comfort on Discrete Events: discomfort, due to a perceived transient oscillation on a straight track, curves and
curve transitions, qualified by the recommended procedure
indicated as comfort index PDE.
Two methods are available for the assessment of the passenger perception of Mean Comfort:
⇒ A simplified method based on measurement of acceleration
on the floor (NMV)

⇒ A complete method based on measurement of acceleration
at the interface between the passengers and the vehicle
(NVA and NVD)
There are measured accelerations in the directions of separate
coordinate axe ax, ay, az. We know the measure frequency of fn. On
the base of the frequency we state a number of samples which we
scan within the time interval of 5 seconds. At the scan frequency
of 100 Hz we acquire 200 samples in five seconds. On the base
of occurrence samples condition in 5 – second – time interval we
divide the complete time of scanning (acquisition of samples) into
5– second – time intervals following each other. Each interval has
in time strictly determined its begin T1 and the end T2.
In this way we have stated a number of data blocks. On the
base of sampling frequency and time of 5 seconds we determine
a number of scans which should be present in the given interval.
For a further numerical elaboration it is necessary that this value
be a multiple of two. In the case that it is not the above mentioned
multiple we substitute it by the nearest higher value which is the
multiple of two.
We do the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) for a file of
data in each time interval defined by T1 and T2.
We do the computation CAW for the frequency range from
0.4 Hz to 80 Hz.
We apply the weighting filter w in dependence on the type
of evaluation (floor, standing, seated).
C = w ⋅ ( Re,Im )
C* = w ⋅ ( Re,− Im )
80 Hz

CAW =

∑

80 Hz

C ⋅ C*

f = 0 , 4 Hz

2

=

∑

f = 0 , 4 Hz

w ⋅ [ Re,Im ] × ⎡⎣ Re, ( − Im )⎤⎦
(1)

2

In a statistical way we evaluate acceleration values modified
by the weighting function in corresponding directions and we
determine summating functions in histograms.
From the histograms for the values of 95% and 50% of the
summating function we find out the acceleration values aWx95,
aWy50, aWy95, aWz50, aWz95.
Wx = Wd ⋅ Wa = Wad
Wy = Wd ⋅ Wa = Wad
Wz = Wb ⋅ Wa = Wab
Wd = Wc ⋅ Wa = Wac
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Fig.1 Standing position

Fig.2 A sitting person

Fig. 3. The acceleration spectrum in the coordinates axe directions is depicted. The coordinate systems are connected with sitting person. The right
graphs column are histograms with acceleration summating functions, the tables on the right side of the picture contain statistical values of
measurements and assessments
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aWx50= acceleration value in the direction x multiplied by
the weighting function Wx at 50% quantile of the summating
function.
We state the final values of ride comfort indexes for passengers from the following formulae.
Floor: NMV
2
2
2
N MV = 6 ⋅ aWx95
+ aWy95
+ aWz95

(2)

The other record in accordance with the figure depiction:
N MV = 6 ⋅

(a ) + (a ) + (a )
Wab
XP 95

2

Wad
YP 95

2

Wab
ZP 95

(3)

2
2
2
2
NVD = 3 ⋅ 16 ⋅ aWx50
+ 4 ⋅ aWy50
+ aWz50
+ 5 ⋅ aWy95

(4)

The other record in accordance with the figure depiction:

(

)

2

(

Wad
+ 4 ⋅ aYP
50

) + (a )
2

Wab
ZP 50

2

(

(

)

NVA = 4 ⋅ aWZPab95 + 2 ⋅

(a ) + (a )
Wad
YA 95

2

Wab
ZA 95

2

(

+ 4 ⋅ aWXDac95

)

(7)

Tab.1 Comfort scale
N<1
1≤N<2
2≤N<4

Very comfortable
Comfortable
Medium

4≤N<5
N>5

Uncomfortable
Very uncomfortable

3. Conclusion

2

A standing position: NVD

NVD = 3 ⋅ 16 ⋅ aWXPab50

The other expression

)

Wad
(5)
+ 5 ⋅ aYP
95

The aim of comfort evaluation procedures by the indirect
method (acceleration measurements) and by statistical evaluation is to achieve a concrete number, a comfort index which,
when doing the analysis, takes into consideration the quality of
the couple vehicle /track and it is not influenced by subjective
feelings of individual passengers.
Vehicle properties from the point of view of comfort have
an essential influence on the reliability of vehicle parts which
are placed on the vehicle –frame.

For sitting position: NVA
2
2
NVA = 4 ⋅ aWz95 + 2 ⋅ aWx95
+ aWy95
+ 4 ⋅ aWd 952

(6)
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